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Effective Meetings



Past Meeting Experiences

What would you recommend for ensuring 
meetings are productive and enjoyable?

Effective Bad

Recall a past meeting.  
What made it an effective meeting (hot)?
What made it a bad meeting (not-so-hot)
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“Board meetings provide the occasion to focus the 
board's attention on the matters of utmost concern
and to call the board to action accordingly...

Board members should leave each meeting with:
• a renewed appreciation of the mission

• an increased understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities facing the organization

• a chance to have contributed to a discussion of 
importance

• inspiration and direction to help the organization.”
Source:
Alice Korngold, in Leveraging Good Will: Strengthening Nonprofits by Engaging Businesses
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Ideally …

http://www.amazon.com/Leveraging-Good-Will-Strengthening-Nonprofits/dp/047090755X/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1283734099&sr=8-1
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The Link to Governance
• Board members have a responsibility to meet regularly 

to discuss the future direction and well-being of the 
organization.

• It is important that meetings are linked to the 
organization’s overall goals and purpose.

• The Chairperson’s role is to make sure the business of 
the board is carried out within the meeting’s designated 
time.



Presentation in a Nutshell

• Why Meet? 

• Meeting Preparation 

• Meeting Structure 

• How to Run an Effective Meeting 

• Meeting Evaluation & Follow Up

• Some New Ideas & Resources 5

http://www.howitworksdaily.com/science/in-a-nutshell-intelligence-vs-iq/attachment/intelligence-iq-medium-small/


Ingredients for Effective Meetings

PURPOSE

AGENDA

STRUCTURE

LEADERSHIP

FOLLOW-UP
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PUPOSEIs this meeting 
essential?

What are we 
trying to achieve 

by having a 
meeting? What do we 

need to 
accomplish that 
requires us to 

come together?

How will our 
meeting link to our 

organization’s 
purpose or goals?

Who needs to 
be in the room?

PURPOSE



Why do we meet?

 Plan for the future 

 Make a decision

 Solve a problem

 Share information 

 Build the team

 Assign tasks

 Train or learn

 Celebrate

 Evaluate

Decision-making

Strategic 

Operational

Informational
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PURPOSE



Why an Agenda?

Acts as a meeting guide

Important to democratic process

Connects meeting to purpose/ outcomes

Encourages focus

Documents key group / team activities
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AGENDA
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Acts as the group/team’s meeting guide

Gets the meeting’s desired outcomes

Encourages effective & efficient meetings

Nurtures a focused group/team meeting

Documents key group/team activities

Acts to stimulate progress

A-G-E-N-D-A. AGENDA
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Agenda Preparation

Determine 
purpose/ 
outcome

People, Process 
and Things

Content & 
Supporting 
Resources

Determine 
timing

Who leads?

Solicit 
review/ input

AGENDA



Agenda Content

Traditional Agenda Strategic (Consent) Agenda

• Call to Order
• Approval of Agenda
• Reading and Approval of the 

Minutes of Last Meeting
• Committee Reports
• Correspondence
• Ad Hoc Committees
• Unfinished Business
• New Business
• Next Meeting
• Adjournment

• Welcome and Opening
Thoughts

• Consent agenda (“Bundling” 
process where entire set of 
business items can be voted in 
one action)

• Discussion of Goals / Strategic 
Initiatives

• Strategic Foresight (What is 
keeping you up at night?)

• Adjourn 13

AGENDA



Shifting perspective

environment

enablers 

Generative

Governance 

as Leadership
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What is the Focus of our Agenda Item?
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AGENDA



Summary: Governance as Leadership
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Rules of Order

Rules of 
Order

How to raise 
Motions/ Bring 

up business 
Quorum 

Processes for 
Discussion and 

Debate

Decision-
making/ voting 

procedure

Roles and 
Responsibilities
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STRUCTURE



Rules of Conduct
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What is the process, procedure or “rules of 
conduct” that your board uses at meetings?

Using the right procedure – One size doesn’t fit all.

Robert’s Rule of Order should not be so strict as to hinder discussion in 
a meeting or intimidate members.

The board rules the process – the agenda is merely a recommendation 
and the board has the right to make changes

Consider setting a policy or process for “tabling” items.   

Ex.  All tabled items must be decided upon after two 
consecutive meetings

STRUCTURE

http://www.caminodesantiago.me/wp-content/uploads/tip.gif


Key Roles

Chair has 
responsibility 
for leading 
the process

Secretary
supports the 
quality of the 
process 
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STRUCTURE



Recorder / Minute Taker

Identify who will record notes / take minutes

Determine what is important to capture

Ensure the person recording clearly understands the decision-making process
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STRUCTURE



Move A mover makes a formal motion 

Second A motion must have support. Seconder is one who agrees or is willing to support a 
motion.

State Chair reads out the motion that is now before the organization for discussion

Discuss The motion is open for discussion

Amend As a result of the discussion, a motion can be changed. Done by using a motion to 
amend.

Call The Chair calls for consensus as to whether a motion is ready for vote

Restate The Chair reads the motion with all agreed amendments

Vote The members vote upon the motion

Declare The motion declared as accepted or defeated and recorded as such
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Motions
STRUCTURE



Voting
•Can be used if permissible by bylawsEmail

•Can be used but is not used as often as in the pastMail

•The term given when the group says yea/nay simultaneouslyVoice or Viva Voice

•Calling a members name as he or she votesRoll Call

•The chair asks if anyone objectsGeneral Consent

•A person stands or raises a hand to be countedDivision

•Members anonymously place their vote on paperBallot
21

STRUCTURE



Level of Decision-Making
Level Use
NO DECISION REQUIRED When input is sought, and another person or party will make a decision based on 

the input given

SPONTANEOUS 

AGREEMENT

When full discussion isn’t critical

Decision is trivial 

ONE PERSON When one person is the expert

Individual willing to take sole responsibility

VOTING: SIMPLE 

MAJORITY (50% + 1)

When the group is ready to make a decision (after an appropriate  time for 

discussion

When the group is following a formal rules process (ex Robert’s Rules of Order)

When options are clear

VOTING: CLEAR MAJORITY 

(66% OR 75%)

When it is important that the majority of the group agree /support the decision

When bylaws or other governance rules apply

CONSENSUS * When risk of making a wrong group decision is high

When total group buy in is essential

When the group feels it is important to show commitment to the input

COMPROMISE When positions within a group are hardened and consensus is extremely difficult 

or not likely

When a decision must be made
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STRUCTURE



Questions to Ask About Decisions
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Consider:

• How important is the decision?

• How much time is available?

• What information is needed?

• How critical is buy-in?

• What are people’s capability levels?

• Do we need to build group capability?



Types of Decision Making
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Decide and announce

Decide by consensus

Delegate with
resources / constraints

Gather input from individuals, 
decide, and announce

Gather input from group / team, 
decide, and announce

Adapted from Facilitating Change, ©1996 Interaction Associates

Level of Ownership 
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Red – Yellow - Green

For each participant in the 
meeting…

Green?

• Fully engaged, fully supportive

Yellow?

• Willing to proceed but with 
reservations

Red?

• Opposed to moving forward 25

PROCESS



Minutes

Record groups objective and collective action

Provide permanent record / Keep track of progress

Inform absent members/ orient new members

Useful guide for evaluating an organization’s work

Legal record of decisions made for organizations 26

STRUCTURE



In Camera Sessions

Portion of a meeting not open to the public due 
to sensitive information shared

Held in private, but decisions or motions are 
made publicly in regular potion of meeting

To take notes or not? What is your practice?
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STRUCTURE
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Space
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Look and Feel
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Check-ins



Meeting Culture
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Space

• Ensure space is suitable to size – extra room is nice to allow small group 
break-out conversations or using walls to post ideas

• Arrange room so that people face each other

• Circles, Semi-Circles, U-Shapes

• Vary location as able, to accommodate different members

Look & Feel

• Use visual aids, images, media

• Post large agenda on wall or whiteboard

• Serve light refreshments, or rotate muffin duty

Check-ins

• Important to greet and make people feel welcome and connected

• Structured go-arounds allow each member to ‘check-in’ – can be a set 
question, or variable, personal or professional 

LEADERSHIP



Establish Meeting Norms
We all gain more when we…

• Discuss and participate enthusiastically.

• Allow and encourage others to participate.

• Listen attentively.

• Confine discussion to the topic at hand.

• Ask questions when we need more 
information.

• Feel free to change our minds.

• Put other communications on hold (cell 
phones, side conversations) to reduce 
distractions.

• Begin and end meetings on time.
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LEADERSHIP



Decorum & Civility

C     Clear and Concise

A     Adaptable

R     Respectful

E     Exact
33

LEADERSHIP LEADERSHIP



Dealing with Difficult 
Situations
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What action can a Chairperson or 
participant take to address:

• A person who tends to 
dominate

• A person who wants to 
argue

• A person who starts a 
side conversation

• A person who is timid

• Personality clashes 
between two or more 
people

• A person who will not 
budge from their position

LEADERSHIP



Informal Leadership
• All participants have a leadership role to play

• Can deliberately use meetings to create broader leadership 
and ownership within your team

• Sharing facilitation

• Asking to hold each other accountable to staying focused on 
purpose, topic, and timing

• Can assign and rotate time-keeper, note-taker, vibe-watcher.

• Show interest and appreciation, ask questions, give feedback, 
admit mistakes 

• Other ideas?
35

STRUCTURE LEADERSHIP
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Time Management

Start and end on time

Don’t use meeting time to conduct business that only involves one or two parties

Limit meeting interruptions by having a group policy (cell phone use, etc.)

Discuss how group decisions will be made

Use simple language to convey thoughts (avoid jargon)

Agree to a time limit on discussion before decisions are made 37

LEADERSHIP

http://teramchugh.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Time.jpg


Moving Forward

Next Steps

• Identify and prioritize 
follow-up actions

• Assign tasks and deadlines

• Show genuine appreciation 
for cooperation and 
participation

Evaluate

• Was the purpose of the 
meeting clear?

• Did the meeting deviate 
from the agenda? 

• Was the goal of the meeting 
achieved? If not, why?

• Did the meeting agree on 
persons to carry out 
decisions?

• Have all the decisions made 
in previous meeting(s) been 
carried out?
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FOLLOW-UP
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Ingredients of Effective 
Meetings

CLEAR 
PURPOSE

•Why are 
we 
meeting? 

PREPARED 
WELL

•A robust 
agenda is built 
in a 
participatory 
process

STRUCTURE IS 
CONSIDERED

•Key roles and 
decision-making 
processes 
established. In 
formal setting 
established 
procedures are 
well understood.

WELL LED

•Leader is 
selected to set 
the tone, 
encourage 
supportive 
behavior and 
keep time

FOLLOW-UP 
OCCURS

•Next steps are 
identified, 
accountability 
set, and 
evaluative 
thinking is 
promoted
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PURPOSE

AGENDA

STRUCTURE

LEADERSHIP

FOLLOW-UP
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What is one thing you could 
do to make a difference in 

your meetings?



Innovative Ideas

• Make field visits to see program activity firsthand.

• Read or share a story or thank-you note from someone the 
organization serves, or from a staff member’s recent 
experience.

• Share an article, video or other resource ahead of the meeting 
and carve out 10-15 minutes to discuss how it applies to your 
mission area or an issue you're facing as a board

• Provide facilitation opportunities for all members.

• Regular check-ins on strategic plan progress.

• “Fireside chat” with ED at every meeting/regular intervals

• Meeting themes/Core Focus

• Breakout groups for discussions; don’t need to stick together!

• Hold a board debate to explore divergent topic
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Further Resources

• www.culture.alberta.ca/bdp/bulletins/Meetingsth
atwork09-print.pdf

Meetings that Work 
(Alberta Culture)

• http://www.agric.gov.ab.ca/flippingbook/rural-
dev/aet/mtgs/index.html

Running Effective 
Meetings Guidebook 

(Alberta Agriculture and 
Rural Development)

• www.effectivemeetings.com
Effective Meetings.Com  

- Meeting Resource 
Center
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http://www.culture.alberta.ca/bdp/bulletins/Meetingsthatwork09-print.pdf
http://www.agric.gov.ab.ca/flippingbook/rural-dev/aet/mtgs/index.html
http://www.effectivemeetings.com/


Questions?
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www.culture.alberta.ca/communitydevelopment

Community Development Unit 

Presented by:

To request services email: CommunityDevelopment@gov.ab.ca

mailto:CommunityDevelopment@gov.ab.ca

